REALITY CHECK Ray Moynihan

Beware the fortune tellers peddling genetic tests

We need urgently to evaluate and regulate the next wave of overmedicalisation

An enduring memory of my niece’s third birthday party is the fortune telling session that took place under the dining room table. A creative parent had donned a headscarf and extravagant earrings, and soon a line of toddlers were waiting to hear about the magic of their future. Given the state of the science a decade later it’s highly possible that this fortune telling was just as reliable as the high tech horoscopes arising from the marketing of genetic tests for common diseases.

When the US Government Accountability Office recently ran a covert operation on genetic tests for 15 common conditions, including Alzheimer’s disease, breast cancer, and restless legs syndrome, it uncovered the most extraordinary mess. It found that identical DNA samples produced wildly contradictory results. One donor was told by four different firms that he was at below average risk, average risk, and above average risk of having high blood pressure and prostate cancer.

Its report concluded that genetic tests marketed directly to the public were “misleading and of little or no practical use.” Yet hundreds of thousands of people worldwide are sending off samples of their saliva in good faith and receiving predictions that can have life changing consequences on the basis of tests that remain poorly evaluated and grossly under-regulated.

For anyone concerned about the creeping medicalisation of life, the marketplace for genetic testing is surely one of the latest frontiers, where the power of our collective dreams of technological salvation, this time in the form of personalised medicine to treat us according to our individual genetic profiles. The genetics researcher David Melzer and colleagues argued in the BMJ in 2008 that the science of genetic predispositions for common diseases was still so uncertain that onlookers may view it as “genetic astrology, producing entertaining horoscopes.” The authors concluded that marketing poorly evaluated tests in this evidence based age was an “unwelcome anomaly” and that “preventing misleading claims should also be a priority.” Others have made the valuable point that getting the regulation right might be as important as the science itself.

Evaluating genetic tests is a complex business, requiring assessment of how well the test measures what it claims to measure, how well the genetic variation predicts actual disease, how useful the results are in terms of treatment, and what the social and ethical issues might be. Clearly there’s potential for exaggerating the value of a genetic test, which is one reason Germany has imposed severe restrictions on direct to consumer testing. In the United States they’re talking of a new test registry on a government website, raising immediate concerns that it could lend legitimacy to unproved and potentially harmful products.

In Britain a government advisory body recently released a set of principles that it hopes will be taken up as a voluntary code of practice—a pusillanimous response already criticised as helping facilitate marketing rather than ensure proper regulation. Meanwhile the not for profit group GeneWatch UK warns that genetic tests may be used to sell unnecessary preventive drugs to healthy people and suggests that the tests be restricted to situations that produce health benefits and are ethically just.

Professor Melzer believes that there’s a much wider problem of poor evaluation of diagnostic tests. Governments, he argues, should simply create a kind of compulsory Wikileaks for tests, with full disclosure of evidence, “so people know what junk they’re buying.” As for my niece, she’s now a flourishing teenager, still confident that the camel ride predicted under the dining room table will one day come to pass.
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The value of one minute

As we welcome in a new year, Aser García Rada writes about how expectant Spanish mothers have been rushing to deliver their babies before 1 January.

“...is a common Spanish tradition to play the ‘Christmas lottery’ on December 22—it is the most important draw of the year. Those who don’t win still keep some hope for the second lottery—the ‘kids’ lottery’ on January 6th. But this year, as the front page headline of the Spanish newspaper La Razón says, there is still one more chance to be a lucky winner if you happen to be pregnant. The ‘baby cheque’ is the other kids’ lottery. And it is indeed a lottery, the one showing, like rarely before, the true value of a single minute. To be precise, a value of €2500 (£2150; $3350).

“In July 2007, the Spanish president José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero approved a bill to give €2500 to every mother having a new baby. Since then, more than 1.5 million mothers have received a so-called ‘baby cheque.’ At first glance, it doesn’t seem a bad idea for a country that has for many years had the lowest birth rate in the world. But the distribution of the aid has been far from ideal. For example, someone overheard a very well dressed woman remark while doing her shopping: ‘I think I am going to spend the €2500 on a flat screen plasma TV.’

“Seems unfair? Yes, because it actually is. But now the cash benefit is set to be scrapped from 2011 as part of Spain’s austerity measures. And it is also unfair to cancel the measure, or at least for those people who really need it. Let’s remember that Spain has around 20% unemployment, the highest rate among developed countries. The government’s decision will make a great difference for some of those born between midnight and 0:01 tonight.

“Still, this would be merely something to fill the front pages on days of low political activity, if it didn’t unveil questionable practice in private Spanish clinics.

“This is what a midwife from a large hospital in Seville said to El País a few days ago: ‘In the public system it won’t work, but I have colleagues that are seeing this in private clinics in Andalucía.’ She is referring to pregnant women who are due to deliver in the first fortnight of January that are coming to visit the doctor early and suggesting they have gone into labour. ‘They don’t dare ask openly, but we know they wish to bring forward their delivery date,’ she said.”

Aser García Rada is a paediatrician at the Hospital Infantil Universitario Niño Jesús in Madrid, Spain, and a freelance journalist
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